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Susie Bubble & Friends in Maarten van
der Horst x Topshop for Dazed Digital
BY JACQUIE LEE ON APRIL 20, 2012

Dutch-born designer Maarten van der Horst has called upon the best of his little black book for an
exclusive Dazed Digital photoshoot, showcasing his new capsule collection for Topshop.

The Saint Martins graduate first caught the fashion world’s eye with his A/W11 collection of
intricately  embroidered, second-hand ny lon petticoats paired with Hawaiian shirts, Capri trousers
and Bermuda shorts – a concoction of transvestism and escapism that has earned many  a
comparison to John Waters‘ Dreamlanders. This idea of subservisive tropicana has continued into
van der Horst‘s first collection for Topshop: a medley  of garments with crisp lines and borderline-
cheesy  prints, showcased here by  some of the designers’ closest friends.

“We photographed a selection of people that have supported me from the start and it’s so great that I
got to shoot them in their bedrooms, kitchen or liv ing room!” Van der Horst told Dazed Digital.

“For me there’s no big div ide between my work and personal life, my  goal has always been to dress
my friends. So it makes a lot of sense to put them in my first capsule collection for Topshop. They  too
have been there since the start.”

Van der Horst‘s “friends” also happen to be some of the biggest names in the London fashion scene at
present. Fashion blogging superstar Susie Bubble (credited in the shoot by  her ‘IRL’ name, Susanna
Lau); Alexander Fury, recently  appointed editor of LOVE magazine; sty list and fashion director of
Untitled magazine, Anna Trevelyan; and ASOS sty list Madeline Østlie all make an appearance
in vary ing degrees of Hawaiian get-up.

So what exactly  is it about the humble old Hawaiian shirt that continues to tickle van der Horst‘s
fancy?

“On one side I love it because it’s such a simple garment to make, and to graduate from such an
infamous MA as Central Saint Martins with a garment that humble totally  reflects my sense of
humour and my perspective about what fashion could and should be. Fun,” he said.

“Also, I love the fact that Hawaiian shirts are often associated with big, fat sex tourists in Bangkok.
Just adds to the fun…”

I doubt we’ll be seeing many  sex tourists in the new collection, slated to launch any  day  now
according to the Topshop blog. Van der Horst also revealed to Dazed Digital that he’ll be
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according to the Topshop blog. Van der Horst also revealed to Dazed Digital that he’ll be
launching a webshop in June, “which will include even more fun stuff”. Anyone for a winter luau?
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